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!  20+'exoplanets'imaged'

!  Near<IR'contrast'≤'10
<3'

!  Separations:'0.4”'–'10+”'

!  Shorter'separations?'
!  Extreme'AO:'~100'mas'

▪  Dynamic'range'≥'10'mag'

!  Aperture'masking:'~30'mas'

▪  Dynamic'range'~'7'mag'

!  Interferometry:'~1'mas'

0.5”'

HR8799'with'LBT/LMIRCam+AGPM'



!  Sum'of'2'offset'fringe'packets'

!  Source'size'increased'"'visibility'affected'

!  Photocenter'shifted'"'phase'affected'

!  “Resolved”'when'Δθ'>'λ/2B'

B"

λ/2B"

Δθ'



!  Based'on'fringe'amplitude'

!  Squared'visibililities'
!  Nulling'

!  Based'on'fringe'phase'
!  Differential'phase'
!  Closure'phase'



!  Drop'in'V2'

!  Up'to'4×'flux'ratio'
!  Period'λ/Δθ'vs.'B'

!  Robust'astrometry'

needs'many'OBs'

!  Or'multi<telescope'array'

!  180°'ambiguity'remains'

!  Dynamic'range'

!  ~100:1'assuming'1%'

accuracy'on'V2'

1%'contrast'at'10'mas"



!  Put'the'2'beams'in'phase'

and'lock'them'

!  Introduce'achromatic''

π phase'shift'
!  Dynamic'range'≥'10

3
:1'

(Palomar'Fiber'Nuller)'

π'
0!

B"

Constructive'

Destructive'



!  Absolute'phase'lost'
due'to'turbulence'

!  Wavelength<

differential'phase'can'

be'measured'

!  Non<zero'if'star'and'

companion'have'

different'spectra'

!  Affected'by'dispersion'
!  Contrast'limited'to'a'few'

100:1'

λ"

photocenter"
photocenter"

M0V'at'10'mas'of'A0V'

'

(100"m"baselines)"



!  Ψ
123
'='φ

12
+ε

1
'+'φ

23
'+'φ

31
−ε

1
'

!  All'telescope<specific'errors'
are'removed'

!  ≠ 0'only'when'object'not'

point<symmetric'

!  Case'of'a'high'contrast'
binary:'ψ'='ρm'

!  ρ:'flux'ratio'
!  m:'magnification'factor'

!  Primary'resolved'"'“closure'

phase'nulling”'
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2' 3'
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Magnification'factor'“m”'

(equilateral'triangle,'60m'baseline,'H'band)'

!  m'='sin'α
12'
+'sin'α

23'
+'

sin'α
31
'

!  α
ij
'='2π'B

ij'
#'θ!/'λ'

!  Ranges'from'0°'to'149°'

!  ρ'='1%'"'ψ''='ρm'~'1°'

!  Contrast/position'
ambiguity'solved'by'

!  u,v'coverage'
!  Spectral'dispersion'





!  Observables'

!  6'visibilities'
!  4'closure'phases'
!  Spectral'dispersion'
▪  SMALL:'3'channels'

▪  LARGE:'7'channels'

!  Binary'search'tools'
!  Absolute'V2'

!  Absolute'CP'



!  Single<mode'fibers'

!  Injection'efficiency'

affected'by'seeing'

!  FHWM'~'400'mas'

!  Mostly'superposed'

fringe'packets'

!  50m,'LARGE'"'~100'mas'

!  Spectral'sampling'

!  Period'~'λ2/BΔθ'>'4Δλ'
!  50m,'LARGE'"'~70'mas'

!  Aliasing'further'out'
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!  Test'null'hypothesis'(H
0
'='no'companion)'

!  Compute'χ
2
'for'single'star'model'(Ψ=0)'

!  Derive'associated'probability:'P
0
'='1−CDF

ν'
(χ

2
)'

▪  CDF
ν
'='χ

2
'cumulative'probability'distribution'with'ν'dof'

!  If'P
0
'<'0.27%''(3σ'Gaussian)'then'H

0
'rejected'

!  Underlying'assumptions'

!  Gaussian'noise'
!  Error'bars'properly'estimated'

!  In'practice:'χ2/ν'generally'≠'1'for'single'star'



!  Better'idea'(?)'
!  Compare'χ

2
(0)'with'χ

2
'of'

binary'models'

!  Test'many'binary'

models'"'χ
2
'cube'

!  Check'if'adding'
companion'reduces'

significantly'the'χ
2
'

!  Find'χ2
min

'in'cube'

!  Renormalise:'χ
2
/χ

2

min
''

!  Check'null'hypothesis'

x'

y'

ρ'



NON'DETECTION! DETECTION!



!  Long'period'RV'+'astrometry'

!  Contrast'2.05%'±'0.16%'

!  A3V'+'G5V'system'

!  Position'ambiguous'

Absil'et'al.'2011'



CLOSURE!PHASES! VISIBILITIES!

Marion'et'al.,'in'prep'



!  Based'on'χ2'cube'
!  Renormalise'χ

2
|
ρ=0'

='1'

!  Find'ρ'such'that'
χ
2
=χ

2

lim
'(3σ'criterion)'

!  Double'blind'test'
!  Fake'companions'

inserted'into'calibrated'

ψ'data'

!  Count'the'fraction'of'
good'detections'vs'ρ'

1'

0'

χ
2

lim'

χ
2'

ρ'
ρ
lim'

3σ'criterion'

3σ'upper'limit'

(for'each'point'of''

the'search'region)'



!  3σ'sensitivity'on'
100'mas'region'

!  Fom:'2.3'×'10
<3
'

!  τ'Cet:'3.5'×'10<3
''

!  90%'upper'limit'

!  0.17'M
sun

'(~M6V)'

!  0.09'M
sun

'(~BD)'

!  Exclude'
companion'as'

source'of'near<

infrared'excess'

Absil'et'al.'2011'

A&A 535, A68 (2011)

Fig. 2. Left. Map of the 3σ upper limit on the flux ratio of companions around Fomalhaut (top), tau Cet (middle) and Regulus (bottom). The
uppermost 1% values have been clipped to reduce the colour scale range. Right. Associated sensitivity as a function of angular distance, for two
completeness levels (50% or 90%). The 50% completeness level corresponds to the median 3σ sensitivity.

All other positions have probabilities below 10−3. The best-fit
flux ratio, which amounts to 2.05 × 10−2 ± 0.16 × 10−2, is com-
patible within 1σ for the three possible positions. The closure
phases associated to the three best-fit solutions are displayed in
Fig. 3.

In the case of Regulus, three successive OBs have been ob-
tained (see Table 1). This is representative of the quantity of
data one would get in a large survey for companions around

main sequence stars, although the number of files per OB (3 to
5) was rather low in the present case. The analysis of this data
set with the χ2 method results in the absence of significant de-
tection: once the χ2

r cube has been renormalised as discussed
in Sect. 3.2, the single-star model has χ2

r = 1.14, which cor-
responds to a probability of 7.6% (equivalent to 1.8σ) to re-
produce the data set, taking the 230 degrees of freedom into
account. The single-star model can therefore not be rejected.

A68, page 6 of 10



!  Confirms'the'

χ
2
'results'

!  Median'

sensitivity'

!  Fom:'1.9'×'10
<3
''

!  τ'Cet:'3.2'×'10<3
''

!  Noise'floor''

!  ≤'2.3'×'10<3
'

!  ≤'3.5'×'10<3
'

Absil'et'al.'2011'

A&A 535, A68 (2011)

Fig. 5. Blind test result for Fomalhaut (top) and tau Cet (bottom). Left. Cumulated histogram of the 3σ detection limit for companions located
within the 100 mas search region, based on the χ2 analysis. Over-plotted in diamonds are the results of the double-blind tests discussed in Sect. 5.1.
Right. Measured vs. true flux ratio for the blind tests. Filled points are used when 50% or more of the companions have been found at the good
position and with the good flux ratio (empty points otherwise). Green points are used when the mean significance of the best fit is larger than 3σ
(red points otherwise). The error bars represent the dispersion of the best-fit flux ratios.

the u, v plane coverage is less dense in this case, several replica
of the fake companions introduced in the data sets appear fre-
quently in the χ2 cubes, at various positions in the search re-
gion. These can be seen as the side lobes of the instrumental
PSF achieved during this snapshot. Due to the statistical noise
and systematic errors (which are not fully averaged out due to
the low number of OBs/files), the most significant minimum in
the χ2 cube does not always correspond to the actual position
of the companion. In Fig. 6, we have therefore used two defini-
tions of the completeness level: a “detection” is reported when
a significant minimum (i.e., at more that 3σ) is observed in the
χ2 cube at the companion position, while the “position” of the
companion is deemed found only when the global minimum in
the cube is located less than 1 mas away from the actual com-
panion position. The left-hand side plot of Fig. 6 illustrates a
behaviour that was already noted in the case of del Aqr: even
when the detection is (very) clear, the companion position gen-
erally remains ambiguous due to the limited u, v plane coverage,
and the global best fit is not always found at the right position.

This is also the reason for the presence of filled red dots in the
right-hand side plot for contrasts ranging from 0.5% to 0.9%: the
estimated companion position is generally wrong in this contrast
range. Nonetheless, the results of the blind test in terms of pure
detection (disregarding position) are fully compatible with the
χ2 analysis.

Overall, we have thus used three different approaches to eval-
uate the sensitivity levels, which all give similar results:

– the χ2 analysis of the original data set, using a 3σ detection
limit;

– the detection rate (completeness) in the blind tests;
– the typical flux ratio for the non-significant detections (<3σ)

in the blind tests.

The agreement between the various approaches further validates
the sensitivity levels and confirms that 3σ is a reasonable signif-
icance level for identifying candidate companions. It also vali-
dates a posteriori our assumption of Gaussian statistics for our
data sets.

A68, page 8 of 10



!  Median'

sensivitity:''

5.4'×'10
<3
''

!  Poor'uv'plane'
coverage'"'

zones'with'low'

sensitivity''

!  Blind'test'ok'
for'contrast'but'

not'for'position'

!  “Side'lobes”'of'
instrument'PSF'

Absil'et'al.'2011'

A&A 535, A68 (2011)

Fig. 2. Left. Map of the 3σ upper limit on the flux ratio of companions around Fomalhaut (top), tau Cet (middle) and Regulus (bottom). The
uppermost 1% values have been clipped to reduce the colour scale range. Right. Associated sensitivity as a function of angular distance, for two
completeness levels (50% or 90%). The 50% completeness level corresponds to the median 3σ sensitivity.

All other positions have probabilities below 10−3. The best-fit
flux ratio, which amounts to 2.05 × 10−2 ± 0.16 × 10−2, is com-
patible within 1σ for the three possible positions. The closure
phases associated to the three best-fit solutions are displayed in
Fig. 3.

In the case of Regulus, three successive OBs have been ob-
tained (see Table 1). This is representative of the quantity of
data one would get in a large survey for companions around

main sequence stars, although the number of files per OB (3 to
5) was rather low in the present case. The analysis of this data
set with the χ2 method results in the absence of significant de-
tection: once the χ2

r cube has been renormalised as discussed
in Sect. 3.2, the single-star model has χ2

r = 1.14, which cor-
responds to a probability of 7.6% (equivalent to 1.8σ) to re-
produce the data set, taking the 230 degrees of freedom into
account. The single-star model can therefore not be rejected.

A68, page 6 of 10

O. Absil et al.: Searching for faint companions with VLTI/PIONIER. I.

Fig. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 for the case of Regulus. In addition to the immediate blind test results (diamonds), for which the companion is deemed to
be detected only when the contrast and position of the global best fit are compatible with the input parameters of the fake companion, we introduce
another detection criterion independent of the position of the global best fit (asterisks), which is more suited for short integrations (see text).

5.2. Notes on individual targets

Fomalhaut Fomalhaut is a bright A4V star located at 7.7 pc.
Near-infrared interferometric observations with VLTI/VINCI
have recently revealed a K-band excess emission close to the
photosphere, with a flux ratio of 8.8 × 10−3 ± 1.2 × 10−3 (Absil
et al. 2009). In that paper, it was argued that the excess emission
most probably comes from an extended source, rather than from
a point-like companion. The absence of closure phase signal in
our PIONIER data further confirms this conclusion, and allows
the presence of any companion with a flux ratio greater than
2.8 × 10−3 to be rejected at 3σwith a 90% completeness level on
a 100 mas field-of-view. According to the models of Baraffe et al.
(1998), this corresponds to a mass limit around 0.175 M⊙ for an
age of 290 Myr (Di Folco et al. 2004). We therefore confirm that
the previously detected excess emission at K band comes from
an extended (and mostly point-symmetric) source.

tau Cet This G8 main sequence star located at 3.6 pc is also
known to have a K-band excess emission, with a flux ratio of
9.8 × 10−3 ± 2.1 × 10−3 derived from high-precision visibil-
ity measurements at the CHARA array with the FLUOR instru-
ment (Di Folco et al. 2007). As in the case of Fomalhaut, our
PIONIER observations confirm the absence of low-mass com-
panion within the first 100 mas around tau Cet, with a 90% com-
pleteness level of 4.5 × 10−3 at 3σ. According to the models
of Baraffe et al. (1998), this corresponds to a mass limit around
0.09 M⊙ for an age of 10 Gyr (Di Folco et al. 2004); however, the
significance of the best-fit binary model for the tau Cet data set is
rather close to 3σ, so that the possibility that a faint companion
is actually present cannot be completely ruled out. The best-fit
companion would have a flux ratio of 3.0 × 10−3 and would be
located at (E: 16.9 mas, N: 49.5 mas) from tau Cet. This poten-
tial companion would, however, not be bright enough to explain
the K-band excess found by Di Folco et al. (2007).

del Aqr This A3 main sequence star, located at 49 ± 4 pc, is
a known astrometric binary with poorly constrained orbital pa-
rameters (Goldin & Makarov 2007). Lagrange et al. (2009a)
shows that its radial velocity is variable and also identifies it as

a binary, but fails to constrain the orbit of the companion due
to the small time span of their observations (<400 days). With
our PIONIER observations, we directly detect the companion
for the first time, although with some ambiguity on its position.
The orbital parameters cannot be refined based on this sole mea-
surement, and would require the binary to be observed again at
several phases along its orbit. However, with this single snap-
shot, we can readily estimate the spectral type of the companion.
The H-band flux ratio amounts to 2.05 × 10−2 ± 0.16 × 10−2,
which corresponds to ∆H = 4.22 ± 0.09. Taking the magni-
tude (H = 3.14 ± 0.02, Bouchet et al. 1991) and distance of
del Aqr into account, the companion has an absolute magnitude
MH = 3.89 ± 0.20. Assuming that the detected point-like source
is a main-sequence star orbiting del Aqr, the companion would
then have a spectral type around G5V.

In an attempt to lift the ambiguity on the companion posi-
tion, we have tried to fit the wavelength-differential squared vis-
ibilities together with the closure phases, using the exact same
method. Based on our experience with PIONIER data, the differ-
ential visibilities are generally less constraining than the closure
phases when searching for faint companions, for the reasons ex-
plained in Sect. 3. However, the additional constraints brought
by the differential visibilities seem to identify the middle posi-
tion in Fig. 4 as the true solution. The angular separation and
position angle would then be 41.02 ± 0.37 mas and 44.2 ± 0.5
degrees, respectively. The ratio of probabilities between the three
possible solutions is, however, not high enough to give a defini-
tive answer.

Regulus Our observations rule out the presence of companions
with flux ratio greater than 7.9 × 10−3 at 3σ with a 90% com-
pleteness level on a 100 mas field-of-view around this B7 main
sequence star. According to the models of Baraffe et al. (1998),
this corresponds to a mass limit around 0.62 M⊙ for an age rang-
ing between 50 and 90 Myr (Che et al. 2011).

5.3. Limitations and possible improvements

The error bars on the closure phase estimated by pndrs take
into account two main contributions: (i) the statistical dispersion
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!  Assume'accuracy'of'

0.25°'on'A1<G1<I1<K0'

!  Pointings'at'hour'angles'
!  0h'
!  <1h,'0h,'1h'
!  <2h,'<1h,'0h,'1h,'2h'

!  Median'sensitivities'

!  6×10<3
,'4.5×10

<3
,'4.0×10

<3
'

!  Huge'improvement'in'

completeness'

!  3'pointings'ok'for'survey'

Le'Bouquin'&'Absil'2012'

A&A 541, A89 (2012)
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Fig. 2. Left: map of the 3-σ sensitivity with the A1-K0-G1-I1 configuration from VLTI. Radial zones are the bins in separation used for the plots
in the right panel. Right: sensitivity as a function of angular distance, for various completeness levels. From top to botom: simulations for a single
snapshot pointing (top), and for three pointing (middle), and for five pointing (bottom). The contrast axes can be scaled for any accuracy on the
closure phase (here σ = 0.25 deg).

Detailed results of the widest AT configuration
(A1-K0-G1-I1) are displayed in Fig. 2 for illustration. The
figure shows that the detection completeness for a given
sensitivity level increases drastically with the number of
pointings. This is clearly illustrated by the decreasing number

of “blind spots” (white zones) in the left-hand side plots. The
sensitivity level is mostly flat for angular separations larger
than 2 mas, while the detection performance drops considerably
within this inner working angle (IWA). The median sensitivity
levels in the region 2−40 mas are respectively about 6 × 10−3,

A89, page 4 of 8



!  Sensitivity'does'not'depend'on'configuration'
!  Configuration'size'still'matters'

!  Sets'inner'working'angle'and'FOV'size'

!  Ideal'filler'program'

Le'Bouquin'&'Absil'2012'

J.-B. Le Bouquin and O. Absil: Sensitivity of closure phases to faint companions

We introduce the simplification presented in Eq. (3) and as-
sume that all the measurements have similar accuracies (a valid
assumption when observing an unresolved target) to obtain

χ2 =
ρ2

σ2

n!

i=1

m2
i . (7)

The probability that the data set is compatible with the single-
star model is given by the complement of the cumulative prob-
ability distribution function (CDF) with n degrees of freedom

P = 1 − CDFn(χ2). (8)

If P is below a predefined threshold, the data set allows the
model with no companion to be rejected. The threshold can gen-
erally be fixed at a 3-σ level, i.e., at a probability of 0.27%. The
choice of the threshold actually depends on the context of the ob-
servations. If a large region of parameter space (or indeed num-
ber of targets) is searched for a companion, then a 5-σ thresh-
old may be more appropriate. A higher threshold may even
be needed in the case of sparse data sets dominated by non-
Gaussian systematic errors. Taking the 3-σ level as an example,
this threshold can be converted into a sensitivity limit in terms
of companion contrast

ρ = σ

"
CDF−1

n (1 − 0.27%)
#n

i=1 m2
i

, (9)

where CDF−1
n (1 − 0.27%) is simply the χ2 value for a 3-σ de-

tection with n degrees of freedom. As a consequence of the ap-
proximation presented in Eq. (3), the sensitivity limit is directly
proportional to the accuracy of the closure phase measurements.

Because of the sparse structure of the point spread func-
tion associated with the diluted aperture of an interferometer,
the depth to which a companion can be detected strongly de-
pends on the relative orientation between the companion and the
interferometric baselines (information embedded in the magni-
fication factors mi). For some lucky separations, the greatest dy-
namic range is achieved, while in the worst cases even obvious
binaries with equal brightnesses can be missed. Consequently,
the sensitivity limit should be defined as a two-dimensional map
or for various completeness levels on a given search region.

2.4. Validity limit of this study

In the case of wide companions, care should be taken regarding
the chromaticity limit of our study. The results presented here are
indeed formally valid only for monochromatic light. The main
effect of wavelength smearing inside Eq. (1) is to degrade the
dynamic range. To avoid significant smearing, the spectral reso-
lution should be higher than the α quantities defined in Eq. (2).
This translates into a spectral resolution R > 10 for a 40 mas
binary observed with a 100 m baseline at 1.7 µm (H-band).
Such a low spectral resolution is available in most modern in-
terferometric beam combiners. In the case of spatially filtered
beam combiners, a similar effect may occur because of base-
line smearing, in the case where the telescope size cannot be
neglected in Eq. (1). For the 1.8-m Auxiliary Telescopes, this
corresponds to angular separations of about 175 mas for H-band
observations. For 10-m class telescopes, this corresponds to an-
gular separations of about 45 mas. In practice, these limitations
are not very relevant to our study because AO-assisted spare
aperture-masking imaging on 10-m class telescopes becomes
more efficient than long-baseline interferometry for separations
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Fig. 1. Interferometric configuration offered at VLTI. The configura-
tions using the four relocatable Auxiliary Telescopes are represented
by colours. The configuration using the four fixed Unit Telescopes is
represented in black.

larger than about 40 mas (see e.g. Kraus et al. 2008; Lacour et al.
2011).

Finally, Eq. (1) assumes that the angular diameters of the
binary components are unresolved by the interferometric base-
lines. Resolving the diameter of the faint component indeed ap-
pears unrealistic, although maybe not for the central star, es-
pecially in the case of bright late-type giants or very nearby
stars. In this latter situation, Eq. (1) underestimates the closure
phase signal, which peaks for a fully resolved primary star. This
effect, referred to as closure phase nulling, can lead to larger
magnification factors than the limit m < 149 deg presented in
Sect. 2.1. This specific observing technique is discussed in detail
in Chelli et al. (2009), while on-sky applications can be found in
Monnier et al. (2006), Lacour et al. (2008), Zhao et al. (2008),
and Duvert et al. (2010).

3. Optical interferometric array

We use the formalism introduced previously to com-
pute and compare the capabilities of various four-telescope
interferometric configurations.

3.1. Performances of VLTI configurations

We compute the map of the 3-σ sensitivity limit using all the
VLTI configurations displayed in Fig. 1, assuming a target at
declination −35 deg. The limits are computed considering data
sets consisting of respectively one pointing at an hour angle
HA = −2 h, three pointings at hour angles HA = −2 h, −1 h
and 0 h, and five pointings at hour angles HA = −2 h, −1 h,
0 h, +1 h, and +2 h. A closure phase accuracy of 0.25 deg is
assumed (see Sect. 4). We consider a maximum binary separa-
tion of 40 mas, which is the separation where AO-assisted spare
aperture-masking imaging on 10-m class telescopes becomes
more efficient than long-baseline interferometry.
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Fig. 3. Left: 3-σ sensitivity versus separation for a completeness level of 80%. Right: completeness in the separation range 6−40 mas versus
contrast. Simulations are for a single snapshot pointing (dashed lines) and for five pointings separated by one hour (solid lines). Colours are for
the four configurations of VLTI displayed in Fig. 1. The contrast axes can be scaled for any given accuracy of the closure phase measurements
(here σ = 0.25 deg).

4.5 × 10−3 and 4 × 10−3 for the three considered data sets.
For more than five pointings, the median sensitivity level would
continue to improve slightly, but the shape of the sensitivity
curve would no longer significantly change.

The relative performances of the different configurations
are illustrated in Fig. 3 (left: sensitivity versus separation,
right: completeness level versus contrast). All configurations
provide flat performances for large separations, down to their
respective IWA where the performances dramatically drop.
The IWA are respectively 2 mas for the A1-K0-G1-I1 and
U1-U2-U3-U4 configurations, 3 mas for the D0-H0-I1-G1 con-
figuration, and 6 mas for the A1-B2-C1-D0 configuration. They
correspond to the spatial resolution of the smallest baseline of
the array. Given the similarity of the results for all configura-
tions, we discuss them together in two different regimes: (i) the
close-companion and (ii) the wide-companion regimes.

3.2. Close-companion regime

Close companions are defined here as companions with angular
separations that are not fully resolved by at least one baseline
(that is B · ∆/λ < 1). In this regime, the achievable contrast for
a given completeness follows a power law of the angular separa-
tion ρ ∝ ∆−3, as predicted by Eq. (5). The exact factor entering
into this law depends on the array geometry but, as expected,
the longest arrays provide the highest spatial resolution and are
thus able to detect both the deepest and the closest binaries.

This well-known result was discussed by Lachaume (2003)
in the context of partially resolved interferometric observations.
We emphasize that our study additionally provides a quantita-
tive estimation. As a typical example, we now detail the case
of a faint companion with a contrast of 5 × 10−3. We first
consider the companion to be located at 2 mas from the cen-
tral star. A closure-phase accuracy of 0.25 deg results in a de-
tection efficiency of about 50% using three pointings with the
configuration A0-K0-G1-I1, according to Fig. 2 (middle-right
plot). However, if we now consider the companion to be located

at 1 mas from the central star, the closure-phase accuracy should
be 0.025 deg to reach the same efficiency. Since the angular sepa-
ration is only marginally resolved by the interferometer, the lack
of spatial resolution has to be compensated for by an increase in
the accuracy on the signal (super-resolution effect).

3.3. Wide-companion regime

We note that those companions are wide only in the in-
terferometric sense, corresponding to separations larger than
about 4 mas for the typical ∼100 m baselines available in modern
interferometric facilities.

In this regime, the detection efficiency becomes independent
of the companion separation. Interestingly, all arrays have the
same efficiency. In other words, as long as the companion is ex-
pected to be resolved by the interferometric baselines, the choice
of array configuration does not matter. We conclude that there
is no reason to favour a given VLTI configuration when look-
ing for faint unknown companion with separations in the range
6−40 mas. More quantitatively, Fig. 3 (right) displays the de-
tection efficiency in this annular region for the four VLTI con-
figurations versus the companion contrast, and for two observ-
ing scenarios (snapshot and long integration). The combination
of five observations separated by one hour provides a detec-
tion efficiency higher than 95% for companion contrasts of 10−2,
assuming a realistic closure phase accuracy of 0.25 deg.

We note that the curve of completeness versus contrast
become significantly sharper when accumulating observations.
As shown by the solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 3, when
accumulating five pointings, the efficiency drops from 80% for a
contrast of 5 × 10−3 to less than 10% for a contrast of 3 × 10−3.
The constraints provided by this dataset can thus be presented as
a sensitivity limit and an inner working-angle, as for a classical
imaging observation.

Quantitatively, when accumulating several pointings, these
detection limits computed from the derivation of Sect. 2
are compatible with the blind-test analyses presented by
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separations that are not fully resolved by at least one baseline
(that is B · ∆/λ < 1). In this regime, the achievable contrast for
a given completeness follows a power law of the angular separa-
tion ρ ∝ ∆−3, as predicted by Eq. (5). The exact factor entering
into this law depends on the array geometry but, as expected,
the longest arrays provide the highest spatial resolution and are
thus able to detect both the deepest and the closest binaries.

This well-known result was discussed by Lachaume (2003)
in the context of partially resolved interferometric observations.
We emphasize that our study additionally provides a quantita-
tive estimation. As a typical example, we now detail the case
of a faint companion with a contrast of 5 × 10−3. We first
consider the companion to be located at 2 mas from the cen-
tral star. A closure-phase accuracy of 0.25 deg results in a de-
tection efficiency of about 50% using three pointings with the
configuration A0-K0-G1-I1, according to Fig. 2 (middle-right
plot). However, if we now consider the companion to be located

at 1 mas from the central star, the closure-phase accuracy should
be 0.025 deg to reach the same efficiency. Since the angular sepa-
ration is only marginally resolved by the interferometer, the lack
of spatial resolution has to be compensated for by an increase in
the accuracy on the signal (super-resolution effect).

3.3. Wide-companion regime

We note that those companions are wide only in the in-
terferometric sense, corresponding to separations larger than
about 4 mas for the typical ∼100 m baselines available in modern
interferometric facilities.

In this regime, the detection efficiency becomes independent
of the companion separation. Interestingly, all arrays have the
same efficiency. In other words, as long as the companion is ex-
pected to be resolved by the interferometric baselines, the choice
of array configuration does not matter. We conclude that there
is no reason to favour a given VLTI configuration when look-
ing for faint unknown companion with separations in the range
6−40 mas. More quantitatively, Fig. 3 (right) displays the de-
tection efficiency in this annular region for the four VLTI con-
figurations versus the companion contrast, and for two observ-
ing scenarios (snapshot and long integration). The combination
of five observations separated by one hour provides a detec-
tion efficiency higher than 95% for companion contrasts of 10−2,
assuming a realistic closure phase accuracy of 0.25 deg.

We note that the curve of completeness versus contrast
become significantly sharper when accumulating observations.
As shown by the solid lines in the right panel of Fig. 3, when
accumulating five pointings, the efficiency drops from 80% for a
contrast of 5 × 10−3 to less than 10% for a contrast of 3 × 10−3.
The constraints provided by this dataset can thus be presented as
a sensitivity limit and an inner working-angle, as for a classical
imaging observation.

Quantitatively, when accumulating several pointings, these
detection limits computed from the derivation of Sect. 2
are compatible with the blind-test analyses presented by
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Table 6. Summary of the detections and potential detections taking into account the significance level of the closure phase and square visibility
combined first

Name Date Significance (cp+v2) Significance (cp) Significance (v2)

HD4150 17-12-2012 7.08 3.73 6.84
09-08-2013 22.52 29.25 43.84

HD7788 23-07-2012 7.29 1.88 13.51

HD15798 16-10-2012 5.96 1.98 13.83
09-08-2013 13.72 4.96 19.74

HD16555 18-12-2012 106.20 28.04 219.17

HD20794
15-10& 12-12-2012* 4.47 1.51 6.59

10-08-2013 6.49 3.65 8.68
11-08-2013 3.58 3.53 5.48

HD23249 15-10& 16-12-2012* 11.59 3.36 20.51
HD28355 15-12-2012 4.31 2.44 5.58
HD29388 16-12-2012 106.03 50.89 105.03

HD39060
16-10-2012 3.46 2.34 5.00
09-08-2013 3.87 2.23 4.35
11-08-2013 5.92 3.67 8.52

HD158643 08-08-2013 7.58 5.60 26.00
09-08-2013 9.14 2.74 13.69

HD173667 09-08-2013 3.98 1.47 5.69
11-08-2013 3.30 2.92 4.87

HD197481 08-08-2013 4.39 2.03 5.01
HD202730 24-07-2012 11.47 8.58 21.02
HD216956 09-08-2013 5.04 2.23 6.04

HD224392

26-07-2012 12.53 19.46 5.75
08-08-2013 20.06 3.58 22.93
09-08-2013 5.96 2.31 7.16
11-08-2013 10.50 6.25 11.53

magnitude of 4.5. A radial velocity of -3 km/s (Shaya & Olling
(2011)) was known for HD16555, but no error bars are given up
to now and no proper motion of the primary is registered. Once
again, the hypothetic companion given in the litterature (Mason
et al. (2001)) is not the one that we observe here since we are
limited to 100 mas as a field of view. Here, we have detected a
companion at approximately ⇢ =

p
x

2 + y

2 = 80.01 mas (see
Fig.13) and with a contrast of 50%.

4.1.3. HD29388

HD29388, also named c Tau, is a A6V type star known to be
a star in double system according to the simbad database, the
WDS (Mason et al. (2001)) and the CCDM (Dommanget & Nys
(2002)) catalogs. The system was observed twice : in 1910 and
in 2011 and the secondary is known to be at approximately 120
zrcsec of the primary (estimated at 115.6 arcsec in 1910 and at
123.10 arcsec in 2011). The magnitude of the secondary is 10.4
and the magnitude of the primary is 4.3. Moreover, a proper mo-
tion of the primary is registered and given by 103 mas/yr in RA
and -13 mas/yr in DEC. Note also that HD29388 is listed in a
catalog of �Sct stars in eclipsing binaries (Liakos et al. (2012)).
Finally, a mean radial velocity of 40.3±1 km/s is known for
HD29388 (Gontcharov (2006)), and an astrometric radial veloc-
ity of 40.94±0.6km/s is also known (Madsen et al. (2002)). As
previously said, the companion found here is not the one listed
in the WDS catalog since the separation to the primarily is ap-
proximately ⇢ =

p
x

2 + y

2 = 11.60 mas (see Fig.16) and with a
contrast of 3%.

4.1.4. HD202730

HD202730 is a A5V type star known to be a star in double or
multiple system according to the simbad database and to the
WDS (Mason et al. (2001)) catalog. The first obseration of the
system was made in 1834 and a second one was made in 2010
giving a separation of 3.7 arcsec in 1834 and of 7.3 arcsec in
2010 with a magnitude for the primary of 4.5 and a magni-
tude for the secondary of 6.93. Furthermore, the primary seems
to have a proper motion of 105 mas/yr in RA and -69 mas/yr
in DEC and the secondary seems to have a proper motion of
92 mas/yr in RA and -78 mas/yr in DEC. Once again, accord-
ing to Gontcharov (2006), a mean radial velocity of -14.5±2.7
km/s in registered. And finally, we can notice that, as said for
the 3 previous stars, the binary seen here is not the one first
detected in 1834 since the separation to the primary is about
⇢ =

p
x

2 + y

2 = 65.18 mas (see Fig.19) and with a contrast
of 95%.

4.2. A population of undetected stellar companions?

The implications of this study are multiple. The first one ques-
tion the implications in terms of multiple systems in the uni-
verse. Indeed, in a one hundred sample of stars, 4 were found
to have companions and 7 to potentially have companions. In
terms of statistics we can thus question ourselves about how
many stars thought to be simple stars are actually multiple star
systems. Consequently, we can wonder if some calibrators are
actually binaries. Moreover, we can wonder how is it possible
to miss a companion with a contrast of 95% as it is the case for
HD202730. When the companion is very close to the primary, as
it was the case for this survey, it is easy to miss it if the resolution
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